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1014 CHAPTER 29 , Atomic Physics

SUMMARY

The methods of quantum mechanics can be applied to the
hydrogen atom using the appropriate potential energy func-
tion U(r) = -k,e2/r in the Schr6dinger equation. The solu-
tion to this equation yields the wave functions for the allowed
states and the allowed energies, grven by
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which is precisely the result obtained in the Bohr theory. The
allowed energy depends only on the principat quantum num-
ber n. The allowed wave functions depend on three quan-
tum numbers, n, (, and mp where { is the orbital quantum
number and ms is the orbital magnetic quantum number. The
restrictions on the quantum numbers are as follows:

n: 1,2,3,.. .

(:0,1,2,..,,n-7
mt: -(, -4 + 7,... 'l - l,(

AII states with the same principal quantum number re form
a shell, identified by the letters K L, M, . . . (corresponding
to n : l, 2, 3,. . .). All states with the same values of both n
and { form a subshell, designated by the letters s, p, d, J . . .

(correspondingto (: 0, 1, 2,3,. . .).
An atom in a state characterized by a specific z can have

the following ralues of orbital angular momentum l:
L: t/t1t + yn 29.9<

The allowed values of the projection of the angular momen-
tum vector i along the z axis are given by

L,: m1h 29.10<

where m, is restricted to integer values lying befi,veen -(, and
l. Only discrete values of L are allowed, and they are deter-
mined by the restrictions oD th1. This quantization of Z. is
referred to as space quantization.

To describe a quantum state of the hydrogen atom com-
pletely, it is necessary to include a fourth quantum number
m., called the spin magnetic quantum number. This quan-
tum number can have only two values, * |. In effect, this ad-
ditional quantum number doubles the number of allowed
states specified by the quantum numbers n, t, and m1.

The electron has an intrinsic angular momentum called
spin angular momentum. That is, the total angular momerF
tum of an atom can have two contributions: one arising from
the spin of the electron (d) ana one arising from the orbital
motion of the electron (L).

Electronic spin can be described by a quantum number
, : |. fne magnitude of the spin angular momentum is
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and the z component of S is

s,: *rt : 4h
The magnetic moment p,pin associated with the spin angrr

lar momentum of an electron is

E'"'" : - 'S
mt

The z component of p"0,,, can have the values

eltt, - -1-_
Aaspirr.: - 9 n

29.'15<

The quantity eh/2m, is called the Bohr magneton y-rs and ha-s

the numerical value 9.274 x 10-24 J/T.
The exclusion principle states that no two electrons in

an atom can have the same set of quantum numbers n, {.
m1, and n,. Using this principle, one can determine the elec-

tronic configuration of the elements. This procedure sen'es

as a basis for understanding atomic structure and the chemi
cal properties of the elements.

The allowed electronic transitions between any two statc
in an atom are governed by the selection rules

L( : +1. and L,m, = Q o1 -tL 29.16<

The x-ray spectrum of a metal target consists of a set of
sharp characteristic lines superimposed on a broad, con-
tinuous spectrum. Bremsstrahlung is x-radiation with it-s

origin in the slowing down of high-energy electrons as ther
encounter the target. Characteristic x-rays are emitted br
atoms when an electron undergoes a transition from an

outer shell into an electron vacancy in one of the inner
shells.
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,/ OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS

l. Consider the ru : 3 energy level in a hydrogen arom. How
many electrons can be placed in this level? (a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 8
(d) 9 (e) lB

2. \t/hen an electron collides with an atom, it can transfer all
or some of its energy to the atom. A hydrogen atom is in its
ground state. Incident on the atom are se.r'eral electrons,
each having a kinetic energ'y of 10.5 eV. What is the result?
(a) The atom can be excited to a higher allorved state.
(b) The atom is ionized. (c) The electrons pass by the atom
r.r,,ithout interaction.

l--l denotes answer available in Studen:

- Solutions Manual/Study Guide

\Arhen an atom emits a photon, rvhat happens? (a) One of
its electrons leaves the atom. (b) The atom moves to a state

of higher energy. (c) The atom moves to a state of lorver en-

ergy. (d) One of its electrons collides rvith another particle.
(e) None of those e\€nts occur.

The periodic table is based on nhich of the follorving prin-
ciples? (a) The uncertainty principle. (b) AII electrons
in an atom must have the same set of quantum numbers.
(c) Energ,v is conserved in all interactions. (d) All elec-
trons in an atom are in orbitals having the same energl.
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(e) No nvo electrons in an atom can have the same set of
quantum numbers.

5. If an electron in an atom has the quantum numbers n : 3,
( :2, m1 = 1, and *,= !, nhat state is it in? (a) 3s (b) 31
(c) 3d (d) ad @) 3f

6. \Ahat can be concluded abor-rt a h]'drogen atom l'ith its elec-
tron in the .lstate? (a) The atom is ionized. (b) The orbital
quantr.rm number is { : l. (c) The principal quantum num-
ber is n : 2. (d) The atom is in its ground state. (e) The
orbital angular momentum of the atom is not zero.

@ Wni.f, of the follon ing electronic configr"rration s are not al-
lorved for an atom? Choose all correct answers. (a) 2s22pi
(b) 3s23p7 (c) 3di4s2 (d) Sdtt)4s24p6 1e; 1s22s22dr

Problems 1O15

8. (a) In the hydrogen atom, can the quantum number n in-
crease without limit? (b) Can the frequency of possible dis-
crete lines in the spectrum of hvdrogen increase without
limit? (c) Can the rvavelength of possible discrete lines in
the spectrum of hvdrogen increase rvithout limit?

9. Consider the quantnm numbers (a) iz, (b) {,, (c) m,., and
(d) n,. (i) \Ahich of these quantum numbers are fractional
as opposed to being integers? (ii) \Vhich can sometimes at-

tain negative values? (iii) Wtich can be zero?

10. (i) \\hat is the principal quantum number of the initial
state of an at.om as it ernits an NI, line in an x-ray spectrum?
(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) a (e) 5 (ii) What is the principal quan-
tum number of the final state for this transition? Choose
from the same possibilities as in part (i).

\
.1 CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS

1. Suppose the electron in the h1'drogen atom obeyed classical
mechanics rather than quantum mechanics. \Vhy should a
gas of such h,vpothetical atoms emit a continuolrs spectrum
rather than the observed line spectmm?

2. \Ahy are three quantum numbers needed to describe the
state of a one-electron atom (ignoring spin)?

3. Compare the Bohr theory and the Schrodinger treatment
of the hydrogen atom, specificall,v commenting on their
treatment of total energy and orbital angular momentum of
the atom.

4. (a) According to Bohr's model of the hydrogen atom, r,hat
is the uncertainty in the radial coordinate of the electron?
(b) \ehat is the uncertaingv in the radial component of the
velocity of the electron? (c) In rvhat rvav does the model
violate the uncertainty principle?

PROBLEMS

ff"bnrrisn The problems found in this chapter may be assigned

online in Enhanced WebAssign.

1. denotes straightforward problem; 2. denotes intermediate
problem; 3, denotes challenging problem

lT.l denotes full solution available in lhe Student Solutions Manualf
Study Guide

l. denotes problems most often assigned in Enhanced

WebAssign.

f,l!fl denot"s biomedical problem

@l denotes guided problem

Section 29.1 Early Structural Models oftheAtom

l. Review. In the Rutherford scattering experiment, 4.00-MeV
alpha particles scatter off gold nuclei (containing 79 pro-
tons and 118 neutrons). Assume a particular alpl-ra par-
ticle moves directly torvard the gold nucleus and scatters
backrr.ard at 180o, and that the gold nucleus remains fixed
throughout the entire process. Determine (a) the distance
of closest approach of the alpha particle to the gold nucletts
and (b) the maximum force exerted on the alpha particle.

@ Could the Stern-Gerlach experiment be performed with
ions rather than neutral atoms? Explain.

6. An energy of about 21 eV is required to excite an electron
in a helium atom from the lr state to the 2s state. The same

transition for the He+ ion requires approximately twice as

mnch energy. Explain.

E*O, do lithium, potassium, and soclium exhibit similar
chemical properties?

8. It is easy to understand how two electrons (one spin rrp, one
spin dorvn) filI the n = 1 or K shell for a helium atom. Horv
is it possible that eight more electrons are allorved in the
n : 2 shell, filling the K and L shells for a neon atom?

9. \Vhy is a nonunifonn magnetic field used in the Stern-
Gerlach experiment?

ll0.l Dir.r,., some consequences of the exclusion principle.

[!l denotes Master lt tutorial available in Enhanced

WebAssign

Q@ denotes asking for qr.itit.tiu" and conceptual reasoning

$l denotes symbolic reasoning problem

shaded 
denotes "paired problems" that develop reasoning with
symbols and numerical values

@ denotes Watch lt video solution available in Enhanced

WebAssign

denotes answer available in Student
Solutions Manual /Sludy Guide
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lEAccording to classical physics, a charge e moving with an ac-

celeration o radiates energy at a rate

I ?'A'
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(a) Shorv that an electron in a classical hydrogen atom (see

Fig. 29.3) spirals into the nucleus at a rate

dr_ d /t\
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